The values of orbit functions for accelerator lattices as computed with accelerator design programs may differ between different programs. For a simple lattice, consisting of identical constant-gradient bending magnets, the functions (horizontal and vertical 
INTRODUCTION
The neutrino factory or muon-collider project requires very fast muon acceleration due to a short muon lifetime.
The non-scaling FFAG: fixed alternating gradient field synchrotron in recent analyses has been shown to be a promising solution [5] . The lattice design of such a synchrotron requires coverage of a very large range of momentum in the fixed magnetic field (@@ -+ 40%). A simple test case was used to compare various lattice design codes. For this case the Courant-Snyder lattice functions can be calculated analytically, and the results compared to results obtained using the accelerator physics codes SYNCH, MAD, COSY, and TEAPOT over a wide momentum range (Li./p c 40%). We use the equations of particle motion as presented, for example, in the first lecture in the 1981 accelerator physics school [6] . In the third section, we show the results for the dependence on momentum of the lattice functions. The fourth section is a summary of the results. To simplify the equation ( 
A SIMPLE CYCLOTRON

Accelerator physics relations
The test case-cyclotron
RESULTS
A few details of use of the accelerator physics codes I .
Figure 1: Orbit offset dependence on momentum. Fig.2 shows the change in circumference; this should of course be just Zax,, hut comparing Fig.1 and 2 we see that MAD has a discrepancy. 
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One of the most important parameters for the large momentum offsets in the lattice design is the dispersion function. The analytical prediction for the dispersion function, defined as Dz=p/(l+) in this example, together with the code results is shown in Fig. 7 . The momentum compaction a, = Dx /(Po+ x) in this example divided by the horizontal tune should be equal to a, lv, = one. This was confirmed by SYNCH and within a limited momentum range by the other codes. The dispersion function dependence on momentum calculated analytically together with the codes results is shown in 
SUMMARY
Large momentum offset calculations occur in some applications such as the Fixed Field Alternating Gradient synchrotron (FFAG). There is a concern with the 'accuracy of the existing codes for the large momentum offsets of the order of f33 % and more. An easily analytically calculable example, made of five combinedfunction magnets, shows limitations in the momentum range of codes like MAD, TEAPOT, COSY INFINITY. The SYNCH code has shown perfect agreement between the analytical predictions and the code results for every lattice function examined.
